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Three-dimensional (3D) Dirac points inheriting relativistic effects from high-energy physics appear as
gapless excitations in the topological band theory. Hosting fourfold linear dispersion, they play the central
role among various topological phases, such as representing the degeneracy of paired Weyl nodes carrying
opposite chiralities. While they have been extensively investigated in solid state systems for electrons, 3D
Dirac points have not yet been observed in any classical systems. Here, we experimentally demonstrate 3D
photonic Dirac points in the microwave region with an elaborately designed metamaterial, where two
symmetrically placed Dirac points are stabilized by electromagnetic duality symmetry. Furthermore, spin-
polarized surface arcs (counterparts of Fermi arcs in electronic systems) are demonstrated, which opens the
gate toward implementing spin-multiplexed topological surface wave propagation. Closely linked to other
exotic states through topological phase transitions, our system offers an effective medium platform for
topological photonics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.203903
Topological phases arise from the elegant mathematical
structures imposed by the interplay between symmetry and
topology, and the recent study of band topology has produced
many interesting surface transport phenomena, such as
unidirectional propagation of surface waves and related
relativistic behaviors [1–6]. Graphene, as one of the most
well-known examples, consisting of a monolayer of two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms, has the band
structure that exhibits linear crossings at discrete locations in
the momentum space, which are known as Dirac points. The
quasiparticles around Dirac points are massless, leading to
many fascinating quantum mechanical observations such as
chiral tunneling and the Klein paradox [7]. Weyl points are
counterparts of Dirac points in three-dimensional systems,
and Weyl fermion is the solution to the three-dimensional
massless Dirac equation. Different from those accidental or
symmetry protected double degeneracies, Weyl points are
robustly protected by the underlying topology. Each Weyl
point as source or sink of Berry flux behaves as a magnetic
monopole in the momentum space. Because of Nielsen-
Ninomiya no-go theorem [8,9], Weyl points are only ever
found in pairs of opposite charges. Three-dimensional (3D)
Dirac points [10,11] are the crossings of the linear energy
dispersion curves with fourfold degeneracy, which are
equivalent to overlapping of two Weyl points with opposite
topological charges in the momentum space.
With the net Chern number being zero, the 3DDirac point
is not topologically protected. Usually, extra constraints are
required to stabilize the fourfold degeneracy, such as spatial
group symmetries [10–14], where the Dirac state space is
constructed by spatial Blochmodes. In the spinful electronic
systems, twofold spin degeneracy can be guaranteed at time-
reversal invariant momenta due to Kramers theorem, and
crystalline symmetries are required to enforce extra double
degeneracy in the orbital subspace. For other spinless cases,
including photonics and acoustic ormechanics, one needs to
introduce nonsymmorphic space groups to realize four-
dimensional irreducible representation on the Brillouin zone
boundary [4,15,16], and hence 3D Dirac points. When
external symmetry-breaking terms are introduced, they
may split into Weyl points or become gapped as topological
insulators [4]. Therefore, this 3D Dirac semimetal [10,17]
lies at the topological phase transition point betweenvarious
topological phases. It shares multiple exotic topological
features with other topological materials, such as Fermi arcs
and chiral anomaly withWeyl semimetals [18,19], and spin-
dependent surface states with topological insulators
[20,21]. Despite the important role they play in topological
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physics, no experimental observation of 3DDirac points has
been reported in any classical systems so far.
Here, we construct 3D photonic Dirac points by further
imposing the electromagnetic duality symmetry [22],
which represents an internal symmetry of the electromag-
netic field [23]. When the wavelength of electromagnetic
waves approaches the long wavelength limit, effective
medium theory can be employed to describe the optical
properties of the structured media [24–26], which has been
used to the topological metamaterials [27–30]. In particular,
Weyl points can be realized in metamaterials by the crossing
between a longitudinal mode and a circularly polarized
transverse mode, where the Weyl point charge is inherited
from the spin of the circular transverse mode [29–32]. It has
been shown that the intrinsic polarization states can also be
used to construct the Dirac state space in judiciously
designed photonic metamaterials for realizing 3D Dirac
degeneracies [22]. In artificial metamaterials, duality sym-
metry requires the proportionality between permittivity and
permeability tensors, such as ε
↔ ¼ ημ↔ðη > 0Þ. Compared
with a single Weyl point, it is spanned by two longitudinal
modes and two circularly polarized transverse modes as
discussed in the reference [22], the fourfold band crossing
between the two degenerate transverse modes and the two
degenerate longitudinal modes is guaranteed by the ortho-
gonality between them. It is expected that spin-polarized
topological surface states exist at the interface between air
and the Dirac metamaterials.
In order to simultaneously realize the electric and
magnetic longitudinal modes, we utilize metallic helical
elements to introduce both electric and magnetic resonan-
ces in the z direction, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Meanwhile, in
order to eliminate the unwanted overall chirality of the
metamaterial, each unit cell consists of two layers of helical
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FIG. 1. Design of three-dimensional photonic Dirac metamaterial. (a) Schematic of the metamaterial structure. Each unit cell consists
of eight helical elements. Along the z direction, there are two sets of helical elements related by mirror symmetry indicated byM (four
left-handed and four right-handed helical elements). In the x-y plane, the unit cell possesses C4 rotation symmetry along z to ensure the
degeneracy between the two circularly polarized transverse states. (b) Sample fabricated with printed circuit board technology. The
helical elements are etched in the 1-mm-thick hosting material (dielectric constant of 2.2). Between two structured layers there is
a 3-mm-thick spacer with the same dielectric constant. The in-plane period (marked as the white dashed squares) is 6.8 × 6.8 mm2. The
period along z is 8 mm. (c) Sample configuration for the experimental measurement. The sample is stacked layer by layer to form a
three-dimensional bulk metamaterial. In the measurement, two antennas are used, with one working as the source (magenta) and the
other working as probe (cyan). (d) The full wave simulation shows the presence of two fourfold degenerate Dirac points at the same
frequency around 7.92 GHz. (e) The simulated dispersion along the kz directions around the Dirac points. (f) Similar to (e) but along ky.
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elements with opposite chiralities: the four identical helical
elements [33] on layer 1 (L1) possessing left-handed
chirality, while those on layer 2 (L2) have right-handed
chirality. They are related to each other through the mirror
operation as indicated by plane M. Finely tuning the
structure parameters of the helical elements leads to double
degeneracy of the two longitudinal modes. Finally, the
helical elements are arranged to preserve C4 rotation
symmetry in the x-y plane to ensure the in-plane isotropic
response, and thus guaranteeing degeneracy between the
two circularly polarized transverse modes propagating
along the z direction as well. In total, each unit cell
consists of eight helical elements and possesses inversion
symmetry.
As shown by the simulated band structure (calculated
using CST MICROWAVE STUDIO) in Fig. 1(d), two Dirac
points (marked by the blue spheres) are symmetrically
located on the kz axis at the same frequency around
7.92 GHz. Because of the flat dispersion of the longitudinal
modes, the tilted Dirac points lie right at the transition
between type I and type II Dirac points [31], and they are
therefore called transitional Dirac points here. To clearly
see the massless dispersion around the Dirac points,
Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show the bands linearly threading
through the Dirac points along kz and kxðkyÞ, respectively.
Along the kz direction, the two longitudinal modes (blue
solid and dashed lines) and the two transverse modes (black
solid and dashed lines) are degenerate across the entire
frequency range. However, the degeneracy is slightly
lifted along the ky direction away from the Dirac point,
because the condition for ideal electromagnetic duality,
i.e., exactly tensor matching between permittivity and
permeability, cannot exist in a wide frequency range
[27] (Fig. S1, [34]).
The sample is fabricated using the Printed Circuit Board
technology. The left- or right-handed helical elements are
printed on a 1-mm-thick dielectric layer (with a dielectric
constant of 2.2) as shown in Fig. 1(b). Between them, a
spacer layer with a thickness of 3 mm and a dielectric
constant of 2.2 is placed to prevent short contacting
between neighbor metallic elements. Finally, a 3D bulk
metamaterial is constructed through layer stacking (70
periods) along the z direction as schematically shown in
Fig. 1(c) with each period (8 mm) consisting of a L1-
spacer-L2-spacer configuration. For each structured layer,
there are 20 and 70 unit cells with an identical period a ¼
6.8 mm along x and y, respectively. The realistic sample is
shown in Fig. S2 [34].
We probe the bulk states of the metamaterials using a
transmission method, in which the bulk states could be
enhanced compared to the surface state. One antenna is
placed at the center of the bottom surface of the sample as a
source, and another probe antenna raster scans the trans-
mitted field on the top surface. After subsequent Fourier
transformations, we obtain the projection of the bulk states
on the ky-kz plane. The projected band spectra along the kz
and ky directions are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c),
respectively. The 3D Dirac points are observed around
frequency 7.92 GHz. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) show the
corresponding simulated results for reference, where linear
dispersion along different directions confirms the presence
of the photonic Dirac points. Besides the bulk states, one of
the surface states is clearly observed as the bright line
connecting between the Dirac points and light cone (blue
line) as shown in Fig. 2(a). The simulation [Fig. 2(b)]
shows two surface states; however, the other one is hard to
discern from the measurement results. As expected, away
from the Dirac point the projected bulk states are gapped,
which agrees well with the simulation results shown in
Fig. S3 [34].
Surface state arcs, corresponding to Fermi arcs in elec-
tronic systems, are important topological signatures of Dirac
points. In order to clearly measure the surface state arcs, we
use a slightly different experimental configuration as shown
in Fig. 1(c): the source antenna is moved to the edge of the
top surface for better excitation of surfacewaves. The spatial
field in Fig. 1(c) shows the propagating electromagnetic
wave measured in this configuration. Compared with
the simulated bulk and surface states distribution in
Figs. 3(d)–3(f), the surface state arcs could be clearly
distinguished and observed at frequencies 7.8, 7.92,
and 8.1 GHz, respectively, as shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c).
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FIG. 2. Observation of three-dimensional photonic Dirac
points. (a),(c) Experimentally mapped band projection around
the Dirac point along the kz and ky direction, respectively. (b),
(d) The corresponding simulation results from CST MICROWAVE
STUDIO. Blue and magenta lines indicate light cone and surface
states, respectively.
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They correspond to the frequency below, at, and above the
Dirac points.
At the Dirac point, two Fermi arcs emerge from the Dirac
point and tangentially terminate at the light cone. Since a
Dirac point consists of two Weyl points with opposite
charges, each Fermi arc from the corresponding Weyl point
should be spin polarized, as distinguished by the magenta
and cyan colors in Figs. 3(d)–3(f). Further, effective media
analysis [22] shows that the two Fermi arcs exhibit left
(right) circular polarization [LCP (RCP)] with the plane of
the polarization being parallel to the Fermi arcs. In order to
verify the spin-dependent nature of the Fermi arc, we
further use circularly polarized antennas to selectively
excite each spin-polarized surface state arc. As shown in
Figs. 3(g) and 3(i), under LCP (RCP) excitation, the surface
waves are tilted towards the −=þ y direction. The
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FIG. 3. Spin-polarized photonic surface arcs and surface waves. (a)–(c) Experimentally measured surface state arcs at the frequency
7.8 GHz (below Dirac point), 7.92 GHz (at Dirac point), and 8.1 GHz (above Dirac point), respectively. (d)–(f) The corresponding
simulated bulk and surface states, where cyan and magenta curves indicate opposite spinful surface states from CST MICROWAVE
STUDIO. Black solid lines indicate simulated bulk states. (g) Measured real space surface wave propagation excited by left circular
polarization. (h) Spin-polarized surface states in momentum space after Fourier transformation from (g). (i),(j) Similar to (g),(h) but
excited by right circular polarization. In each panel, the dashed circle indicates the light cone.
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asymmetry clearly demonstrates the spin-momentum lock-
ing property of the surface state arcs [Figs. 3(h) and 3(j)] in
the Dirac system. Furthermore, the 3D views of spin-
dependent surface wave propagation are shown in Fig. S4
[34], where they bypass the rectangle hinges with little
backscattering [22]. The spin-resolved intensity of the
surface state arcs at different frequencies is presented in
Fig. S5 [34]. The launching and propagation of robust
spin-momentum locked surface wave demonstrated here
may pave a new way in information processing, such as
spin-multiplexed channels.
Below the Dirac frequency, the equifrequency contours
of the bulk states [black solid lines in Fig. 3(d)] form two
almost-overlapping hyperboloids (more experimental
results are shown in Fig. S6 [34]). As shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(d), the surface states still exist at the gap between the
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FIG. 4. Illustration of the photonic topological phase transition on the metamaterial (effective medium) platform. Adding a
bianisotropic term in the y-z plane transforms the Dirac metamaterial (a) into a photonic topological insulator (b), where red dashed lines
indicate gapless interface states across the gap. Breaking either inversion symmetry P or time-reversal symmetry T splits the Dirac
points (a) into two transient phases (c) and (d), where each triple degenerate point (TDP) consists of two longitudinal modes and one
circularly polarized transverse mode. After shifting the two longitudinal modes (shift L) away from each other, (c) and (d) transform into
(g) and (h), respectively. The TDPs in (e) and (f) are topologically neutral. By maintaining only the C2 rotational symmetry along the z
direction, i.e., breaking the C4 rotational symmetry in (e), or breaking the degeneracy of the two longitudinal modes in (f), they can
transform into nodal lines (i). Hollow square, triangle, and ellipsoid represent fourfold, triple, and double degeneracy, respectively.
Colorful (black) symbols indicate chiral (neutral) gapless excitations. The gray- (black)-dashed, red (blue), and cyan (magenta) lines
indicate mutually orthogonal: electric- (magnetic)-longitudinal [E ðLÞ=H ðLÞ], left (right) circularly polarized [LCP (RCP)] transverse-
and linear-polarized [TE (TM)] transverse modes, respectively. Corresponding hypothetical constitutive relation examples for panels
(a)–(i) are given in Table S1.
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metamaterial bulk state and light cone. However, there is a
small gap between the surface state as numerically shown
in Fig. 3(d), where the impedance mismatch between
metamaterial and air mixes the LCP and RCP surface
states, leading to anticrossing between the two surface state
arcs. Above the Dirac points [Figs. 3(c) and 3(f)], the
equifrequency contours of the surface states show strong
resemblance to the famous Dyakonov surface waves in
anisotropic crystals [35].
As a gapless topological phase, Dirac semimetal can be
viewed as a parent topological phase which can generate
various interesting topological materials, e.g., topological
insulators, Weyl semimetals, and nodal lines, through
symmetry reduction. Based on electromagnetic effective
media theory, here we show the hierarchy structure of
topological phase transitions. We define Hermitian constit-
utive tensor for the effective media as D⃗ ¼ ε↔ E⃗þi γ↔ H⃗ and
B⃗ ¼ μ↔ H⃗−i γ↔tE⃗, where γ↔ indicates the electromagnetic
coupling matrix. For each topological phase we discuss in
the following, these corresponding constitutive tensors are
explicitly presented in Table S1 [34]. We start from the 3D
Dirac points [Fig. 4(a)] and assume ε
↔ ¼ μ↔ ¼ diag½1; 1; 1 −
ðω2p=ω2Þwithωp being the plasma frequency [Table S1(a)]
[34]. First, by introducing a bianisotropic term [13,14,27,34]
into the y-z plane ( γ
↔
zy ¼ − γ↔yz ≠ 0), the Dirac point is
gapped and thematerial transforms to a photonic topological
insulator as shown in Fig. 4(b), where gapless interface
states (red dashed lines) exist across the bulk gap. When
breaking either inversion ( γ
↔
xx=yy ≠ 0) [28,29,34] or time-
reversal ( ε
↔
xy ¼ − ε↔yx ≠ 0) [31,34,36] symmetry and
lifting the degeneracy of the two longitudinal modes, the
Dirac point splits into four Weyl points as shown in
Figs. 4(g) and 4(h). Each Weyl state space is spanned
by one electric (magnetic) longitudinal mode and one
LCP (RCP). When the crossing is formed by two
orthogonal linear-polarized longitudinal or transverse
modes ( ε
↔
ij¼ μ↔ij¼0, γ↔¼0, i ≠ j) as shown in Fig. 4(i),
one can realize topological nodal lines [37]. Finally, several
triply degenerate points (TDPs) appear as transient phases
as shown in Figs. 4(c)–4(f). Among them, the TDPs in
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) consisting of two spinless longitudinal
modes and one spinful circularly polarized transverse mode
are chiral and represent nontrivial triple gapless states
[38,39]. In Fig. 4(e), the state space of TDPs is constructed
by one longitudinal mode and two degenerate circularly
polarized transverse modes, which are topologically neutral
and behave as triply degenerate Dirac points. They can
further split into Weyl points by breaking either inversion
or time-reversal symmetry [Figs. 4(g) and 4(h)] as well.
Neutral TDPs can also be formed by two longitudinal
modes and one linear-polarized transverse mode [transverse
electric (transverse magnetic), TE (TM)], as shown in
Fig. 4(f).
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated 3D
Dirac degeneracies in a photonic metamaterial operating at
microwave frequencies. The presence of 3D Dirac points
has been confirmed by demonstrating both the bulk states
and the spin-polarized surface state arcs. The demonstrated
Dirac degeneracies provide a platform for studying the
transition between variously different photonic topological
states. Moreover, our demonstrated surface state spin-orbit
coupling shows great potential in manipulating topological
surface photonics. The slightly gapped surface states may
also lead to observation of surface Zitterbewegung oscil-
lation [40]. With introducing extra strain to the Dirac
metamaterials, Landau quantization and quasiparticle inter-
ference could be observed [41,42]. Our structure consists of
metallic helical elements, which are usually very lossy at
optical frequency. However, it works at terahertz and even
far-infrared bands provided, and the structure can be readily
fabricated using three-dimensional laser writing technolo-
gies [43–45].
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